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The President

TheWhite House

Washington, D . C .

DearMr. President

The President's Cancer Panel is

pleased to set forth in this letter

its annual evaluation of the effi

cacy of the National Cancer

Program as required by Sec . 407

(c) (4 ) of the National Cancer

Act of 1971. The Director of the

NationalCancer Institute and

the National Cancer Advisory

Board have already reported to

you in detail on the progress of

the Program during the past

year, and this letter will not

undertake to duplicate or

summarize thematerial con

tained in those reports. Instead,

wewill attempt to give you the

Panel's evaluation ofthe Pro

gram and to dealbriefly with

some of themore important

issues which the Panel feels

should be brought to your

attention .

clinical care,between grant

supported investigator-initiated

activities and contract-supported

activities, and between extra

mural activities conducted in

research institutions throughout

the country and intramural

activities conducted by the

NationalCancer Institute itself.

These balances are reflected in

the 1974 figures discussed

below .

In our opinion , there is no ques

tion that there ismore and bet

ter cancer research going on

today than has ever been the

case in the past. Progress in

some areas of basic science has

been more rapid than was

thought possible even two years

ago. Furthermore, as a result of

the progress that has been made

in the centers program , in the

control program , in the task

forces programs, in the coopera

tive groups, and in certain of the

other grant and educationalpro

grams,we are seeing better

patient care for cancer patients

throughout the country today

than everbefore existed. As

these programs progress , the

benefits of the intensified effort

in cancer research willbe

increasingly apparent. Funda

mentalknowledge will be

enhanced and prevention and

treatment will be improved. Of

Overall Evaluation. During this

period of rapid growth in the

National Cancer Program , the

Panel believes that a high order

of excellence has been achieved

in the work supported, and that

a good balance has been main

tained between research aimed

primarily at extending our fun

damental knowledge of cancer

and that aimed primarily at

improving the technology of



for the restoration of the desir

able elements of the training

programs. The dollar amounts

are not great,but the conse

quences to biomedical research

and to the Cancer Program are

vital.

the reasons set forth in my tes

timony do all inmypower to

obtain such support, I have very

serious reservations about the

proposed legislation which

would create a President's Bio

medicalResearch Panel for the

following reasons:

course,we are still far away

from being able to put either a

date or a price tag on the ulti

mate conquest of cancer.

This positive assessmentof the

programsof the National Can

cer Institute must be tempered

by the deep concern which the

Panel feels about the level of

funding of the Institutes of

GeneralMedical Sciences,

Allergy and Infectious Diseases,

Arthritis and Metabolic Dis

eases,Neurological Diseases,

and the other institutes support

ing basic biomedical research .

Neither the Cancer Program nor

biomedical research in general

can thrive if these institutes are

nothealthy.Weare also deeply

concerned about the level of

support of the training and fel

lowship programs of the NIH .

It is absolutely essential to our

success thatwebring our

brightest young biomedical sci

entists into this program , and

fellowships and training grants

have proved to be themost

effective andmost economical

way of doing that.

The NationalCancer Act of

1971.Asreported last year,the

Acthas provided a sound foun

dation on which to build an

effective National Cancer Pro

gram . Renewal legislation and

certain amendments are now

pending before the Congress

and should go to conference

shortly . All of the proposed

amendments have the approval

of the Panel, with the exception

of the provision in the Senate

bill for a Biomedical Research

Panel of which the Chairman of

theCancer Panel is amember.

The Panel is opposed to this

provision , and we have advo

cated the elimination ofthe pro

vision in conference. The Chair

man of the President's Cancer

Panel summarized his opposi

tion to the Biomedical Research

Panel in a cable to the Chairman

of the SenateHealth Subcom

mittee in the following lan

guage :

“ Although I favor stronger sup

port for many areas of basic

biomedical research and will for

1 ) The Cancer Panel is a very

unusual and unorthodox organi

zational arrangement that will

only work effectively if it is

reserved for unusual circum

stances of extraordinary and

specific priority as cancer

research was felt to be. The Sec

retary ofHEW could not be

expected to accept this organi

zational anomaly for substan

tially increased areas of his basic

responsibility;

2 ) The Cancer Panelhas been an

effective tool because the Presi

denthas genuinely shared the

priority it was designed to

implement, and the President

hasmade his support of the

Panel clear to all concerned.As

an instrumentto oppose the

President's priorities , the Panel

would not, in my opinion,be

effective. The Panel could easily

be rendered ineffective without

the President's strong and well

publicized support;

3) By trying to extend the spe

c ial emphasis that the Panel has

Westrongly urge that you sup

port the recommendations we

havemade to OMB regarding

additional support for the fun

damental biomedical research in

the other institutes and funds



zation without risking the loss

of themomentum in the Cancer

Program by changing the setup

in midstream .

I hope these views will be help

ful in your deliberations."

Assuming the elimination of the

provision for the Biomedical Re

search Panel, the passage of the

renewallegislation and the

amendments will provide an

even sounder legislativebase for

the continuation of the Program

than the original Cancer Act of

1971,which has been highly

satisfactory.

administering the extramural

programs.

Ofthe $497.2 million spent out

side the NIH , $ 217.7 million is

being spent on research grants ;

$ 95 million on research con

tracts; $ 80 .8 million on support

contracts ; $25.6 million on fel

lowships, training grants, and

career development awards; $ 34

million on cancer control; and

$ 45million on construction .

helped to achieve for cancer to

all areas of biomedical research ,

wearemore likely to lose the

cancer priority than to gain the

samepriority for a vastly ex

panded area ;

4 ) The effective discharge of the

duties as Chairman of the Presi

dent's Cancer Panel requires a

very substantial portion of the

time of the occupant of that

position. The added duties en

visaged by the proposed bill

would make this a full-time job .

Such a full-time person attempt

ing to function outside the regu

lar organizational setup would

be likely to become a nuisance

who would soon lose his effec

tiveness ;

5 ) In my opinion , there is a bet

ter prospect of achieving the

desired ends with the present

setup and a much better chance

of continuing a vital and effec

tive Cancer Program ;

6 ) Imade these views known to

Lee Goldman and Jay Cutler (of

the Senate Health Subcommittee

staff) beforemydeparture . I

assume they will comeas no

surprise to you ;

7 ) I am highly hopeful thatwith

a little more timewe can obtain

the desired priorities with re

spect to otherbiomedical re

search with the present organi

Expenditures. During fiscal

1974, the National Cancer Insti

tute willspend a total of

$589.15 million on cancer re

search . This figure compares

with $ 181million in 1970 ; $ 232

million in 1971; $ 378 million in

1972; and $ 432 million in 1973.

Ofthe $589.15 million spent in

fiscal 1974, approximately $ 90. 9

million , or 15 % is being spent

intramurally (within theNCI or

NIH ) on research and adminis

tration. Approximately $ 72 mil

lion of the in -house expenditures

are attributable to the conduct

and administration of intra

mural research , and approxi

mately $ 19 million is the cost of

Ofthe $ 217.7 million spenton

research grants, $ 115.6 million

is being spent on regular re

search grants (including grants

to the clinical cooperative

groups) ; $ 91 million on center

grants (including grants to

places like Yale ,Harvard , Cold

SpringHarbor, Minnesota ,

Stanford andmany other insti

tutions which are notnormally

thought of as cancer centers ,

butwhich becauseof specialized

cancer activities go through the

center grantmechanism ), and

$ 11million is in support of or

gan site task forces.

In 1974, a total of 2,019 re

search grants amounting to

$217.7 million were made to 367

institutions. Of these, 1 ,519

amounting to $94.7 million were

traditional research grants ap

proved by NIH Study Sections.



At this level,NCI is funding

slightly over 50 % of those

grants approved by Study Sec

tions. All grants are to univer

sities and non -profit institutions

In addition,NCI entered into

1 ,283 contracts involving $ 212.8

million. Ofthese contracts, $ 95

million were for outside re

search , and $ 80.8 million were

for research support and serv

ices. The balance was for con

trol activities , construction , and

inter -agency agreements within

the government. Of the total

contract amount, 54 % went to

universities and non-profit re

search institutes, 35 % to com

mercialinstitutions, and the bal

ance to other Federal agencies,

state and local governments,

and foreign institutions.

in a few areaswehave enough

knowledge for prevention or

cure, in most areas our physi

cians are still compelled to work

with incomplete technologies

which are expensive, and often

of limited effectiveness when

compared with the kinds of

technologies that can be used in

those areas of medicine where

the disease mechanism is under

stood and outright prevention

or cure is possible.

possible to provide for the can

cer patient.On the other hand,

many biomedical scientists and

somemembers of the National

Cancer Advisory Board are con

cerned thatwespend too little

on basic research and too much

on clinically -oriented activities.

This is admittedly a very diffi

cult balance , but it is an essen

tial one, and any good cancer

program mustmake maximum

progress on both these fronts .

The fact that our Board is di

vided ,and the fact that our

scientists and physicians are

divided as to where the major

emphasis should be will be an

important strength in seeing

that wekeep appropriate em

phasis on both sides of the

problem andmakemaximum

progress in both directions.

Program Balance . The Panel be

lieves that the Program repre

sents a good balance between

grant-supported research and

contract-supported research ;

between regular research grants

and center grants ; andbetween

clinically -oriented activities and

those directed primarily toward

fundamental science. Proper

program balance is always a dif

ficult problem . In spite of all the

progress that has been made,

there are still enormous areas of

ignorance about cancer.While

Under these circumstances,

questions quite naturally arise

as to the proper balance between

fundamental research designed

to assure the continued flow of

the basic knowledge necessary

to unravel the mysteries of

cellular behavior and to permit

us to understand the abnormal

behavior of the cancer cell, and

the effort to see that our present

knowledge is applied today in

themost effective way possible

to preventor control cancer

among our people.Many physi

cians engaged in cancer practice ,

and a number of the members

of theNational Cancer Advisory

Board , are concerned lest we

spend too much on basic re

search and too little in develop

ing for delivery thebestpossible

diagnosis and treatment that

today's technology makes it

Themost important focus in a

scientific program of this type is

to see that themoney is spent

forwork that meets the highest

standards of excellence. Regard

less of whether themoney is

spent intramurally or outside,

by grant or by contract, for

basic science or for the develop

ment of clinical technology, it

must be spent to support the

highest standards of excellence

that are available. The argument

as to the relative scientific qual



ity of activities supported by

grants and those supported by

contracts is a continuing one.

Where contracts are used for

support, logistical or readily de

finable activities, there is little

objection to the contract mecha

nism , although even there the

contract should have strict re

view with respect to the quality

of the recipient.However, when

the contract is used to support

research activities designed to

expand scientific knowledge,

there is a large segment of the

scientific community that be

lieves that the peer review sys

tem which has been tradition

ally used to set thestandards of

scientific quality is not applied

with the samerigor and visi

bility in the contract program as

it is in the grant program . The

Director of theNCI is meeting

this objection in two principal

ways. First,he is continuing to

use grants with typicalNIH

Study Section review for the

major portion of the basic re

search report. Secondly, he is

introducing organizational and

procedural changes designed to

open up and broaden the con

tract program and to assure peer

review of unquestionable

quality.

state of our knowledge and of

our ignorance about cancer,

there is considerable discussion

regarding the proper role of

planning in the cancer effort.

The first two volumes of the

National Cancer Plan werere

leased last year. The third

volume,which represents the

operational plan or the adminis

trative implementation of the

science, has now been com

pleted by NCIand is in the

process of review . These plans

are the result of thebroadest

participation by the scientific

community so thatthose who

will be responsible for doing the

work havebeen involved to a

maximum extent in the plan

ning.

exist in connection with the can

cer problem today. Planning ,

they feel, is valuable in filling

the gaps when the scientific hy

potheses are established, but

how can one plan for discover

ies when there is no way of

knowing what the discoveries

willbe? In the opinion of the

Panel, there is no need for this

concern . The plan and thepro

gram provide for a very large

elementof unplanned , untar

geted, undirected, investigator

initiated science of the type that

has resulted in ourmajor scien

tific discoveries for centuries.

No one in authority has thena

ture of this program confused

with that of theManhattan

projector the space program .

Wewill continue to seek basic

discoveries through the grant

support of fundamental science

with only the intervention of

the peer review of the investiga

tor for excellence. In this area of

science ,so necessary for the

solving of the cancer problem ,

there will continue to be heavy

reliance on independent, un

structured research which will

assure the continued flow of

basic knowledge.

Although the Panel feels that

the planning processhasbeen

an extremely useful andworth

while exercise , and that the plan

itself is a very valuable tool,

there is no question that the

plan has occasioned concern in

some parts of the scientific com

munity . A greatmany scientists,

particularly scientists engaged

in themost fundamental re

search , seem to be afraid that

those charged with theadminis

tering of theNational Cancer

Program will lose sightof the

vast areas of ignorance that

Support of Fundamental Re

search. Although the Cancer

Institute is continuing very subNationalCancer Plan. Given the
vas



stantial support for basic re

search , the Panelhas been

deeply concerned about the cuts

which have occurred in the re

search budgets of certain of the

other institutes doing basic bio

medical research . In particular,

this concern relates to the Insti

tutes of GeneralMedicalSci

ences, Allergy and Infectious

Diseases, Arthritis and Meta

bolic Diseases and Neurological

Diseases.Neither the Cancer

Program nor biomedical re

search in general can thrive if

these institutes are nothealthy.

At the timewewere urging the

Administration and the Con

gress to make a greater effort in

cancer, wewere very explicit in

the position that the increased

cancer effort should notbe at

the expense of other biomedical

research . The Panel doesnot be

lieve that the cancer effort has

been the cause of these other

institutes receiving less,but it is

difficult to prove the contrary

when cuts have, in fact, taken

place. Also, regardless of what

would have been the case in

other circumstances , the Panel

is of the view that the research

efforts of these institutes should

not be curtailed at this time.

When we look at the cost of

medical care in this country to

day,we cannot afford to econo

mize on the basic research upon

which we are dependent for the

discoveries that will facilitate

prevention or simplify cure.

The release of the impounded

funds greatly alleviated this

problem for the other institutes

in 1974 ,but the Panelhas urged

OMB to increase the budgets of

these institutes for 1975.Were

alize the enormous pressures to

hold expenditures to a mini

mum , but the amount involved

is not large in relation to the

stakes, and the Panel strongly

recommends appropriations for

these institutes for 1975 which

will, at a minimum , permit them

to operate without curtailment.

M . D . Anderson Hospital and

Tumor Institute, University of

Texas,Houston

Roswell Park Memorial Insti

tute, Buffalo

Children 's Cancer Research

Foundation , Boston

University of Wisconsin Medi

cal Center ,Madison

University of Alabama School

ofMedicine, Birmingham

DukeUniversity Medical Cen

ter,Durham , N . C .

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center,

Seattle

The Johns HopkinsMedical In

stitutions, Baltimore

Mayo Foundation, Rochester

University ofMiamiSchool of

Medicine,Miami

University of Southern Cali

fornia, Los Angeles
Comprehensive Cancer Centers.

Both fundamental research and

improved technologies for pa

tient care willbe greatly en

hanced by the increased number

of comprehensive cancer cen

ters. These centers will also con

tribute enormously to thewide

spread application to the cancer

patient of thebest techniques of

treatment existing today.

Comprehensive cancer centers

have been recognized at the fol

lowing institutions which re

ceive support from theNCI:

Memorial Sloan -Kettering Can

cer Center, New York

Other institutionswhich are re

ceiving support from theNCI

will attain the necessary param

eters for recognition as time

goes on and willbe recognized

as comprehensive cancer cen

ters. Of course,most of the sup

port for these centers comes

from non -Federal sources, and

theNCI support takes the form

of grants or contracts which are

awarded on themerits in com

petition with all other institu

tions. TheNCIhasno commit

mentof continuing support to a

comprehensive cancer center



that is any different from its

commitment of continuing sup

port to those institutions which

receive the bulk ofNCIfunds.

Thenew comprehensive centers

have developed at institutions

which were already engaged in

broadly based fundamental re

search and patient care in can

cer, and which were receiving

NCIsupport prior to their

recognition as comprehensive

cancer centers. All centers

understand that such recogni

tion does not give them a

preferred status in the competi

tion for future funds. The Panel

believes that theCenters Pro

gram will greatly enrich the

fundamental research in cancer

and willimprove and extend the

scope of thebest cancer treat

ment. The Director, the Board,

and the Panel are all aware of

the restraints which must be ex

ercised to keep the centers pro

gram healthy and in proportion ,

and there is no need for the im

position of an arbitrary limit by

OMB on the number of centers.

In fact, since the government's

role here is " recognition " of

comprehensive cancer centers

not " creation ," such a limitation

would be inappropriate.

In the field of treatment, the

control division hasprogramsin

leukemia, lymphomas, breast

cancer,head and neck cancer,

and radiation therapy support.

The division is also sponsoring

important rehabilitation pro

grams including demonstration

of cancer rehabilitation activities

generally, training projects in

physical and occupational ther

apy, training in facial and pros

thodontal rehabilitation , and

psychiatric rehabilitation . The

division is also sponsoring stud

ies in work practices as they re

late to cancer patients and can

cer victims.

tional Cancer Act is a separate

Cancer Control Program . Obvi

ously , theNCI cannot, and

should not, take responsibility

for the care of the nation 's can

cer patients. That is part of the

general health care delivery sys

tem and should so remain .

However, the Control Program

is designed to extend the efforts

already being madeby the NCI

to identify, field test, evaluate ,

demonstrate ,and promote the

best techniques emerging from

research trials in order to extend

the use of such techniques in

the health professional commu

nity to the end that the public

may benefit from a decrease in

the incidence,morbidity and

mortality of cancer. The Con

trol Program has demonstration

projects in the fields of cancer

prevention , detection , diagnosis,

treatment, rehabilitation, educa

tion and training. Already

underway are important pro

grams in breast cancer detection

(a program of 28 breast cancer

detection centers sponsored

jointly with the American Can

cer Society ), lung cancer detec

tion , cervical cancer detection ,

and the follow -up of certain spe

cial high risk groups such as

asbestos workers,heavy ciga

rette smokers, and persons ex

posed prenatally to Stilbestrol.

It is the view of thePanel that

the Control Program hasmade

a good start and that it will sub

stantially stimulate better pre

vention , treatment, and rehabili

tation for cancer patients.

Training. The Panelis of the

view thatthere should be greater

latitude in permitting not only

the National Cancer Institute ,

but other institutes within the

NIH , to make training and fel

lowship grants. It is absolutely

essentialto our success in the

Cancer Program and in biomedi

cal research thatwe bring a por

tion of our brightest young

people into these programs, and

Cancer Control.One of the im

portantmandates of theNa



fellowships and training grants

have proved to be themost

effective and most economical

way of doing that. These are

among thebest dollarswe

spend in termsofvalue received.

grants .However, we cannot

afford to neglect to infuse bio

medical science continuously

with the bestyoung brains.

Such a failure is costly now and

will be even more serious later

on .

gramsbecause its expenditures

have traditionally been princi

pally for postdoctoral fellow

ships.However,the other insti

tutes which have supported the

bulk of the training in the past,

particularly the predoctoral pro

grams,have been the ones who

have attracted most of the good

young scientists into biomedical

science in the first place. They

have gone into cancer at a later

stage. Therefore, it is principally

in the other institutes that the

restoration of this program is

important. However , this res

toration is just as important to

the cancer program as to bio

medical science generally .

Most ofthe arguments which

havebeen made for discontinu

ing the training grant and fel

lowship programs do not stand

up under examination. First, it

was said that these programs

were notbased on need. This

loses sightof the fact that the

real objective of these programs

is to get the help of the bright

est young scientists and bring

them into research , not to edu

cate them for other pursuits.

This is not a case of the recipi

ents needing our help , this is a

case of our needing theirhelp.

Wegetmore value currently

per dollar spent from trainees

and fellows than from any other

class of personnel. Traditionally ,

a number of our notable discov

eries aremade by young investi

gators holding predoctoral or

postdoctoral fellowships, and

they are of inestimable value in

theworking laboratories.

Thirdly, it is suggested that

these people can be brought into

the program as technicians or

scientific assistants. However,

experience has proved that this

is not the case . The prestige and

independence which the fellow

ships and grants have tradition

ally provided have attracted the

best young scientists. The sti

pends are incidental and, in

almost all cases, less than the

recipient could earn elsewhere.

Fourthly, it is suggested that

these programshave not been

proved to be an important factor

in determining career choices.

However, the data prove the op

posite . A very high percentage

of ourbest andmost productive

scientists and our best teachers

today held NIH fellowships and

training grants at the inception

of their careers.

The Weinberger Program of fel

lowship grants has enabled the

NCI and the other institutes to

restore a portion of the fellow

ships, and the NCIhas notfared

too badly in restoring its pro

The restoration of the training

grantand fellowship programs

on their previous scale would

involve a very small cost in

dollars today . The failure to re

store this program may have

incalculable costs if our bright

est youngmen and women are

not attracted by the opportuni

ties in biomedical research . The

biomedical community is unique

in that historically it has been

the government training and

fellowship programs which have

attracted the best young people .

This is in no smallmeasure re

sponsible for the unique reputa

tion which theNIH has enjoyed

Secondly , it is argued that we

have sufficientbiomedical sci

entists as evidenced by the fact

thatwe are unable to fund a

large portion of the approved



in biomedical research. In re

storing the training grant and

fellowship authority , a formula

could be imposed which would

protect these funds against di

version into nontraining institu

tional channels if that is thought

to be a potential abuse.How

ever, it should bepointed out

that our inquiries indicate that

such diversions occurred in a

very small percentage of the

cases.

responsibilities have increased

farmore rapidly than the

people, and wemust notbecome

ineffective for lack of authoriza

tion for theminimum personnel

required to administer the pro

gram .

Organization . TheNCIhas

done an exceptional job in the

administration of this rapidly

expanding program . Themem

bers of the staff of theNCI, the

National Cancer Advisory

Board, and scientists too numer

ous to mention who have been

called upon for help have all

collaborated to make the admin

istration of this program effec

tive.

One of themost disturbing or

ganizational problems in the

NCI is the fact that wehave a

salary ceiling of $ 36 ,000. Nei

ther the Director nor themem

bers ofhis senior staff can be

paid more than this amount.

Today there are 80 people re

ceiving the top salary. This

means that the senior people

have received no salary increase

for 31/2 years despite the rapidly

increasing cost of living. This

has been a mostserious impedi

mentto the hiring of new top

level personnel, and has pre

vented us from being able to

hire in a number of cases the

people who were needed to as

sist in the senior supervision of

this very large program . To

undertake the administration of

a program of this size and im

portance,and to spend the

amounts involved without pay

ing the salaries necessary to hire

the bestpeople to administer it,

would be considered foolish be

yond description anywhere ex

cept government. However, we

have come to expect distortions

of this sort in government.

Fortunately , the Director and

many members ofhis senior

staff are men of exceptional ex

perience, competence, and abil

ity and they have stayed with

the program at substantial per

sonal sacrifice because of their

dedication and their commit

mentto the objectives of the

program . However,we are cur

rently losing two of our ablest

senior administrators, Dr.

Gordon Zubrod and Dr. Palmer

Saunders, and the salary ceiling

will add to the difficulty of re

cruiting high calibre replace

ments . Astime goes on this will

undoubtedly bemore and more

of a problem . I realize that this

problem is government-wide,

but it presents serious difficul

ties for the Cancer Program .

Fortunately , thework which we

get from the members of the

NationalCancer Advisory

Board and from members of the

scientific community does much

to alleviate this problem .

Weare grateful to OMB and to

members ofyour staff for their

help in 1974 in enabling us to

obtain theminimum personnel

expansion required for theman

agement of the program .We

will have to have additional per

sonnel in 1975 to administer the

program effectively, and we

may again need yourhelp . As

you know , the dollars and the

Conclusion .Wemust continue

to regard the Cancer Program as

a long- term commitment by the

Administration , the Congress

and the American people .We

will make progress as wego and



there is no doubt that the bene

fits of this program will be in

creasingly available to the

American people as time goes

by.However, neither the Con

gress nor the public must expect

a quick breakthrough that will

entirely rid us of themenace of

cancer .Wewill expand our

basic knowledge and improve

our effectiveness but, unless we

have an unexpected miracle of

discovery ,we must expect to be

working with the cancer prob

lem formany years to come.

known only to those of us who

have been participants. When

wehave needed moremoney or

more people you have gotten

them for us, and when we have

run into other difficulties you

havemade it possible for us to

surmountthem . For all of this

help and supportwe aremost

grateful.

Respectfully yours,

Muhamet

Benno C . SCHMIDT

Mr. President, I would like to

express the sincere appreciation

of the Panel, the Board , the staff

of the Institute and , I am sure,

the American people for your

strong support of the Cancer

Program . In urging that you ex

tend your personal assistance to

greater support for certain areas

of fundamentalbiomedical re

search and for restoration of the

training programs, the Panel

wants to make clear thatwe

have not lost sight of the tre

mendous supportwhich we

have received from you since

the inception of this program .

Much of that support is a matter

of public record,but someof it

has taken place within the coun

cils of government, and your

personal responsibility for it is
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